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HUNGARY OBEYS THE DICTATES 
OF HONOUR AND POLITICAL ETHICS

Budapest, October 15-th 1935.
The Hungarian nation might well refer to the 

fact that since the conclusion a year and a half 
ago of the Rome Agreements Italy has been 
purchasing from her a million quintals of wheat 
a year and has thereby rendered its signal service 
in economic respects too. It might well refer to 
the fact that the agriculture of Hungary would 
suffer a disastrous loss if compelled during the 
carrying into effect of the sanctions to renounce 
also this considerable quota of her exports. How
ever, these considerations fade into utter insigni
ficance when we take into account the ethical 
principles which constitute the primary source of 
the attitude which Hungary has adopted. The 
Hungarian nation has no wish to make capital 
out of the vital problems of its friends. It has no 
inclination to follow the example of Soviet Russia
—  a country which, though only admitted to 
membership of the League of Nations a few 
months ago, is already displaying such a provo
cative attitude in its dealings with that institution
—  or of Rumania, which country, though having 
demanded the application of sanctions against 
Italy and having even suggested the enforcement 
of retaliatory measures against Hungary too, for 
not having approved the sanction policy, the 
moment the question of the practical effectuation 
of the punitive measures was broached, insisted 
upon being given compensation for being deprived 
of the possibilities of selling their petroleum, corn 
etc. in Italy. Its idealistic way of thinking has 
always prevented —  and still prevents —  the 
Hungarian nation from exploiting the question of 
peace or war and the Covenant of the League of 
Nations as an excuse for doing business in petrol
eum or corn.

Hungary’s enemies are endeavouring to put 
a depreciatory interpretation on her attitude in 
Geneva, which they would fain explain as an 
outrage on other States. We must most emphati
cally declare that in standing by Italy Hungary 
did not take up an attitude hostile to any other 
State —  and in particular did not take up any 
such attitude towards Great Britain. M. Laval, 
the French Premier, has repeatedly pointed out 

,a co-operation between France and Great 
Britain in the matter of sanctions does not pre

clude the possibility of friendship between France 
and Italy. To be Italy's friend does not in the 
least mean to be hostile to other States. The 
Hungarian nation is fully conscious of the debt 
of gratitude which it owes to the great British 
nation too. The Hungarian people has never 
forgotten —  and will never forget —  what it 
owes to Lord Rothermere for the service rendered 
by his press organs eight years ago —  before 
Mussolini took up its cause —  in claiming a place 
in the sun for Hungary. It has never forgotten 
— and will never forget —  the valuable support 
accorded Hungary by so many great Britons on 
the occasion of the ratification of the Treaty of 
Trianon and on numerous occasions since. It has 
not forgotten —  and will never forget —  that 
when the agreement of the Great Powers was 
concluded in 1933 (an Agreement unfortunately 
never put into force) it was the British Premier, 
Mr. MacDonald who made the question of a 
treaty revision the pivot of that important diplo
matic document. It has never forgotten —  and 
will never forget —  the two hundred and forty 
Members of Parliament who are using the whole 
weight of their influence to secure justice for 
Hungary. And, finally, the Hungarian nations 
still remembers the statements made repeatedly 
during recent months by Sir Samuel Hoare, the 
British Foreign Secretary, —  statements in which 
he consistently stressed the elasticity of the 
Covenant of the League of Nations, —  and bases 
upon them the hope that the official quarters of 
Great Britain too will show a readiness to further 
a revision of the injustices inflicted upon Hun
gary. That country has proved to be a grateful 
friend to Italy; and the Hungarian nation, when 
the occasion arises, is not likely to prove ungrate
ful to Great Britain either.

It its grave dilemma the Hungarian nation, 
we believe, chose the path marked out for it by 
the dictates of honour and political ethics. It 
stood staunchly by its friend Italy without having 
defied other States. Our nation longs earnestly 
for peace and is endeavouring to realise its legi
timate national endeavours exclusively by peace
ful means; and it fervently desires that those 
great nations which have proved to be its under
standing friends should before long be working
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again hand in hand for the peaceful development brethren who have been severed from their native 
of mankind and for the materialisation of an country to result from an increased insistence upon 
order of the world better than that in force to- the powers of guarantee secured the League of 
day. For that was the ultimate object of the Nations under the minority treaties.
attitude adopted by Hungary in Geneva.

At the meeting of the General Assembly of 
the League of Nations held on October 9th. Ladis- 
las Velics, Hungarian Minister in Berne and De
legate of Hungary, as is well known, adopted an 
attitude of reserve in connection with the Report 
of the Council devolving the responsibility for the 
outbreak of hostilities in Abyssinia upon Italy. 
The attitude thus adopted by Hungary has been 
misunderstood in many quarters. Hungary has in 
consequence been subjected to unjust attacks; 
and her enemies would have liked to have her 
regarded as "a traitor to the cause of the League 
of Nations".

In repudiating these attacks and insinuation 
we would first of all establish the fact that the 
Hungarian nation has from the very outset been 
by conviction in favour of the noble ideas respon
sible for the bringing into being of the institution 
bearing the name of League of Nations. W e have 
naturally never closed —  and indeed never shall 
close —our eyes to the deficiencies which during 
the past fifteen years have characterised the 
functioning in practice of the League; but the 
activity in Geneva of the late Count Albert Ap- 
ponyi, the great Hungarian statesman who died 
two years ago, —  which activity covered almost 
the whole period of the League's existence — 
Droved more eloquently than anything that in 
keeping with its ideal attitude towards political 
conceptions our nation is ready heart and soul 
to back every endeavour having for its object the 
improvement of the spiritual and economic welfare 
of Europe and of mankind. The Hungarian nation 
has at all times trusted —  and still trusts — that 
the League of Nations will sooner or later find 
the ways and means to bring it nearer to the 
realisation of its aims, and that instead of at all 
costs believing its chief mission to be the main
tenance of present conditions it will in the future 
lay greater stress upon those laws of evolution 
which have always asserted themselves in the 
history of peoples and nations. Article 19 of the 
Covenant is also based upon an appreciation of 
these forces; and Hungary has often enough 
emphasised that she expects the ultimate victory 
of her just endeavours to result, not from the 
application of force but from the enforcement of 
the provisions of this Article —  i. e. from a 
peaceful development and under the aegis of the 
League of Nations. We have also hoped for the 
ensurance of the rights of those of our racial

There can therefore be no question of the 
representative of Hungary having desired to defy 
—  or of his having actially defied —  the League 
of Nations.

In adopting an attitude of reserve in con
nection with the Report of the Council —  a pro
cedure to which she was, under the Covenant, 
indubitably entitled —  Hungary was inspired 
primarily by an ethical principle —  by the debt 
of loyalty and gratitude, which she owes Italy for 
the friendship and support shown to her by that 
country during the past eight years. The Hunga
rian nation has never made a secret of the fact 
that it regards the Treaty of Trianon to be unjust, 
not only to itself and to the Magyars torn from it, 
but also to the other peoples severed from Hun
gary withouth being consulted and indeed against 
their will. In demanding a just and fair revision 
of the treaty of peace the Hungarian nation has 
always based —  and still bases —  its claim upon 
the provisions of the Covenant of the League of 
Nations. Eight years ago Italy was the first of 
the European Great Powers to understand and 
appreciate the state of mind into which our nation 
had been thrown by the Treaty of Trianon, offer
ing our country the right hand of friendship, which 
we then naturally had ro reason —  and still have 
no reason —  to refuse, for indeed we are only too 
ready to receive tokens of understanding from 
whatever source they may come. Mussolini was 
the first responsible statesman to acknowledge the 
legitimacy of Hungary's endeavours to obtain a 
peaceful revision of the Treaty of Trianon. Hun
gary would therefore be guilty of "monumental 
ingratitude" if she were to desert her friend in 
his hour of need and were to join in demanding 
the application of retaliations against that Italy to 
which she owes so much. The Hungarian nation 
is usually spoken of flatteringly as "the chivalrous 
nation"; and it would be untrue to itself if it were 
to pay friendship with ingratitude. Our nation has 
more than once suffered severely for remaining 
true at all costs to its given word and clinging to 
its friends through thick and thin; it is neverthe
less desirous to observe under all circumstances 
the ethical principle of loyalty. Any country that 
has once given Hungary the privilege of its con
fidence will never be disappointed; and it is this 
fact that lends this country, despite its dismember
ment and its being downtrodden and oppressed, 
a firm moral basis upon which even the greatest 
nations may depend.


